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Welcome to the realm of SkyNity - a strategy game enriched with blockchain features.

SkyNity’s vision is to combine fun and entertainment with the possibility of earning real profits.
The project resembles highly successful products from the traditional market, such as
Civilization, Heroes of the Might and Magic, or Tribal Wars. The game incorporates a proven
sustainable leaderboard-based economy inspired by Poker Tournaments. The gameplay is
focused on choosing the right strategy to maximize your profits. Get ready to immerse
yourself in an exciting gaming experience that lets you take on the role of an inhabitant of 
a mysterious realm in the Sky. 

By developing the best strategies, you conquer lands and compete with other players for the
most precious resource in SkyNity - SkyDust ($SDT). 

 
$SDT is a blockchain tradable token, whereas $rSDT (rawSkyDust) can be used only within the

game to upgrade or recruit units, cast spells, and, most importantly, cover all the in-game
expenses.

 

$rSDT

$SDT



The SkyLands NFT collection comes in four elements that represent the four mighty
SkyGods, each of them giving you a different kind of skill boost: speed, attack, defense,

and mining speed. 
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The map is divided into five rings. The external ring is where players start and their SkyLands
NFTs are placed, while the narrowest ring contains the most valuable $SDT resources.

Such a design makes players compete for the limited amount of available $SDT in the middle,
creating a deflationary effect.

This NFT collection features five rarities, and the rarer your NFT, the higher the 
in-game bonuses regarding resource capacity, different advancements, and

recruitment possibilities.
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Ring 1SkyLands NFTs - where players begin
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Top leaderboard players are rewarded
with bonus tokens in addition to the
$SDT they have mined in the game. 
The prize pool will be a maximum of

90-95% of all the initial inputs because
of the deflationary mechanism.

$rSDT PoP (Proof of Play) 
rewards for early players are

subject to halvings. It means that
each season the inflation is

exponentially slowing.

total 90-95% deflation
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To enter the game and use the SkyDust resources, you will have to convert
your $SDT to the in-game currency - $rSDT. Each season, which lasts about

3-5 weeks, the $rSDT bonus rewards are getting halved thanks to the 
Proof of Play mechanism that works similarly to Bitcoin halvings.

$rSDT x200% PoP boost

$rSDT x200% PoP boost

$rSDT x150% PoP boost

$rSDT x125% PoP boost

$rSDT PoP boost halvings

Early Seed,
private & public
$SDT token sale

12 months vesting
$rSDT convertion

no lock

$SDT traded 
on exchange 

market

You can choose

total 90-95% deflation

total 90-95% deflation

total 90-95% deflation
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At the end of each season, a Prize Pool (90-95% of all gathered tokens) is distributed among
players according to the Leaderboard ranking, while the rest 5-10% is burned. The best
players win the biggest prizes, which, in the first season, are estimated to be over $200 000.

The economy is designed to be deflationary in the long term, as every season provides
burning tokens. 

The First 2-3 seasons are the warm-up period when the Proof of Play mechanism creates local
inflation. This way, early players receive higher incentives for participating.

Such a design leads to increasing token prices and profits. A long-term growing engagement of
players is not necessary to sustain it as it works contrary to the P2E economies where, in fact, the

later participants paid to earlier ones.
 

SkyNity is not just another play-to-earn game as it delivers an innovative economy and
invites players to join the immersive adventure inspired by the most famous games of this

type. This way, by combining fun, rivalry, and sustainable profits, SkyNity is going to
become a long-term hobby for all fans of online strategy games.

 

Are you interested in learning more details?

https://skynity.io/
https://skynity.io/uploads/SkyNity_WhitePaper.pdf

